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Crail: The Jewel of the East Neuk.
A note from the Editorial Team
These are difficult times, and as they say, we are all in it together. We are all finding it difficult to manage, and it seems
likely it will get worse before it gets better. But there are some good things to come from this. Crail has pulled together
marvellously - the Community Support services run by the Community Council and the Crail Community Partnership
are up and running. Volunteers to help with safe shopping for those who are house bound have come forward, and you
can request assistance by calling the dedicated phone number 07376 531092. Also use that number if you need
information or other help, and you can also call that number to volunteer. Our local shops are providing an excellent
service, and whilst there are some shortages all reasonable needs can be met locally.
We at Crail Matters want to help all we can. We invite all our readers to send in their experiences, messages to loved
ones and friends, birthday and other event notices, etc. We would also encourage anyone who felt like writing short
pieces to send them to crailmatters@gmail.com - a little light relief would be welcome!!
One last word - we have decided not to publish a hard copy edition, but would request anyone who has the capacity to
print to pass on a copy to anyone they know who does not have computer access. We want to keep in touch with
everyone.

COVID-19 Local Update

Recycling

Community volunteers are available to assist anyone who
needs shopping delivered. Call 07376 531092. If you
want to volunteer call 07376 531092

All Recycling Centres remain closed indefinitely- in line
with Government Advice and to stop unnecessary
journeys and possible contamination and transference of
COVID-19 from those visiting and staff.

For up to date local information, go to crail.info. You can
register there for email updates.

Household Bin Collection Days remain the same.
However Blue and Brown Bins are Priorities.

At the time of writing, Penmans, Smoke Fired
Wholefoods and Greens have their own delivery service:
Penmans 01333 450218
Fired Earth Wholefoods 01333 450233
Greens 01333 450010 - trading hours 9-12.

Please if your Bin is NOT collected on the Set Day leave
it out the next day too. Differing Drivers and Staff will
be operating so please leave your bins visible ( not
necessarily where you usually leave them ). Please help
any vulnerable neighbours with their Bins in and out.

Crail Pharmacy trading hours are normal, should anyone
not wish to enter the shop then requests for prescriptions
or any possible help with collection can be made by
telephone on 01333 450402.
Barnetts our local bakery shop closing 1.00pm, no
shopping restrictions or special advice is given.
CO-OP The Co-op in Crail are limiting products to 1 per
person. Priority service to vulnerable customers Mon- Sat
8am-9am, Sun 10am-11am. Our local Co-op will be
trading as normal and are doing everything they can to
ensure that we all have access to the essential food items
that we need.Following Government advice all other
shops are closed.

From 31st March Brown Bins will go onto 4 week
cycles. Double Bag ALL personal waste including
tissues then later on into Blue Bins.
Black Paper & Green Cans / Plastic Bins will be emptied
sometime but as above Blue & Brown Priorities.
It goes without saying that damaged Bins , requests for
new uplifts and contacts to the Dept about missed Bins
will not be dealt with during COVID-19 and would take
up unnecessary staff time too. The department is under
extreme pressure- some staff are off work and they ask
the public for their forbearance in very difficult
circumstances.

From a correspondent: There are plenty of grubby blue gloves being worn in Crail at the moment and people are not
being informed, maybe its just cos we are in the food and drink industry where hygiene is paramount. For a volunteer
who is at risk of spreading, the first line of protection (as in any hygiene practice) must be to wash hands or use an
alcohol hand rub gel. Gloves give a false sense of security, they are a second skin, nothing else and can aid transmission
because people don't wash them. They are often worn for prolonged periods and are never disposed of, you would need
to wash and sanitise them as often as possible to be effective.
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NEW HELPLINE ESTABLISHED FOR
THOSE WITH NON-URGENT COVID
19 SYMPTOMS

Skeith Health Centre
Skeith Health Centre are asking that no one goes into the
surgery. If you have an appointment scheduled, this will now
take place over the phone.
- No pre bookable appointments are available until further
notice.
- All appointments requests are now taken on the day only.
These appointments will be telephone appointments. The
clinician will decide if you need to be seen once they have
spoken to you.
- Do not go to the surgery unless you have been given an
appointment by the clinician. More information can be found
at https://anstruthermedicalpractice.co.uk/news.aspx

The 111 service is under considerable strain,
PLEASE ONLY DIAL 111 IF YOUR COVID-19
SYMPTOMS ARE SEVERE AND YOU ARE
STRUGGLING TO BREATHE.
For those with non-acute symptoms the Scottish
Government has established a new COVID-19
helpline: 0800 028 2816
For all other medical issues, unrelated to COVID19, do not call 111. Call your GP.

The Editorial Board thought the poem below written by the President of Ireland, Michael D. Higgins, nicely captured a
spirit of the time.
“Take Care”
In the journey to the light,
the dark moments
should not threaten.
Belief
requires
that you hold steady.
Bend, if you will,
with the wind.
The tree is your teacher,
roots at once
more firm
from experience
in the soil
made fragile.

Your gentle dew will come
and a stirring
of power
to go on
towards the space
of sharing.
In the misery of the I,
in rage,
it is easy to cry out
against all others
but to weaken
is to die
in the misery of knowing
the journey abandoned

towards the sharing
of all human hope
and cries
is the loss
of all we know
of the divine
reclaimed
for our shared
humanity.
Hold firm.
Take care.
Come home
together.
Dán le Uachtarán Michael D. Higgins

If you feel helpless watching the news, you might follow the lead of Becky Wass and copy the postcard below, posting
to your elderly or vulnerable neighbours. “If just one person feels less lonely or isolated when faced with this pandemic,
then I’ll feel better about it (I hope!) Coronavirus is scary. Let’s make kindness go viral.”
Printable pdf: bit.ly/viralkindness
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How to improve the environment of Crail even when you are in lock down!
We need your help to get back community ownership of the wild spaces in and around Crail
During the Crail charrette the things in the community that got the highest overall support were woodland areas like
Denburn and the network of wild walks we have around Crail. The Crail Community Partnership – the community group
set up to get the actions of the charette done – has been working on expanding the network of wild spaces in and around
Crail. There are a few bits of land that are important to us as green spaces, but that are owned and poorly managed by Fife
Council. Recently Fife Council put one of these bits of community land up for sale without any community consultation
and the Crail golf club is now buying this back. So, we are trying to get these potential wild spaces back into community
ownership through asset transfer, rather than have Fife Council sell our land back to us - or worse still – sell the land for
development that we have not sanctioned during the charrette process. So far we have put in three asset transfer proposals
to Fife Council to regain ownership of Bow Butts Park, the land between Saucehope Caravan Park and Roome Bay we
call the Pinkerton Triangle, and Kilminning. In these proposals we put the case for why we should own and manage these
areas. The applications are now at Stage 2 when they are open for public consultation (for details see https://
crailmatters.com/community-asset-transfer/) . Much like in planning applications people can object publicly to the asset
transfer, but unlike planning applications, public support for the plans can also be expressed. And this is where you come
in. Please can you write a short letter or email in support for our applications. If there are no compelling objections and
clear support for the plans – and we already have some of the latter through our Local Plan that we all created during the
charrette – then in all possibility Fife Council will return these bits of land to us for a nominal sum. Remember Fife
Council bought the Community Hall from us for £1 in return for them managing and maintaining the hall for us. We are
now asking for the favour to be returned. We can then manage these areas in perpetuity for the good of Crailers in the
same way we manage Denburn Wood and Denburn Park.
The proposals are in detail here:
https://crailmatters.com/community-asset-transfer/
along with the overall strategic plan (some details below) and a proforma letter you can download to help you quickly
and efficiently write something in support of the applications.
The Council have asked for responses in this way:
“The documents relating to this request can be viewed online at www.fife.gov.uk/CAT or by contacting Janice Laird,
Community Manager on 03451 55 55 55 + Ext 471788.
Anyone may make representations about this request to Fife Council. Representations must be in writing and include the
name and address of the person making it. A copy of the representation will be given to the organisation making the
request.
Representations must be made by Wednesday, 15th April 2020. They should be sent to Zahida Ramzan, Policy Coordinator (Zahida.ramzan@fife.gov.uk)”
Please write a positive response by the 15th April – however short – to support our dreams of a better natural
environment for us all to enjoy in Crail. What else have we got to do just now? Turn lock down into hope for the future.
The details of how these asset transfers fit into the charrette strategy are in the document “Wild Crail Walks Network: a
strategic plan for connecting people and wildlife around Crail” at https://crailmatters.com/community-asset-transfer/, but
the essence is below. We plan to create a comprehensive wooded path network through new areas of development and
existing farmland to connect Crail’s already valued natural and wildlife friendly areas. We will create new habitat through
rewilding and tree planting. We will make and maintain the pathways to connect us and visitors to the wildlife in and
around Crail.
The Crail Community already owns and successfully manages wildlife areas in Crail such as Denburn Wood and Denburn
Park. The Crail Community already works with Fife Council to manage its parks and community grassland. The Crail
Community has already shown the willingness, ability and priority to do more to enhance its environment, at a time when
Fife Council is having to prioritise other services. There is a clear opportunity for the Crail Community to take over the
long-term management of its wild spaces. Key to this is returning land to community ownership so that appropriately long
term plans can be made: volunteer initiatives, rewilding, habitat creation and funding for these best be achieved if
everyone knows they are investing in a permanent project.
There is an opportunity for Land Asset Transfers from Fife Council of:
1.
Bow Butts park – to consolidate a currently wildlife managed area into the adjacent Denburn Wood corridor
and preserve the wildlife corridor that will connect Denburn Wood into the new woodland along the edge of the existing
housing in Bow Butts and the proposed new housing in Crail North.
2.
Pinkerton Triangle – to consolidate a neglected but rewilding area adjacent to Roome Bay to preserve the
wildlife corridor connecting Crail to the coastal path at Saucehope and eventually Kilminning.
3.
Kilminning South – to consolidate a neglected but rewilding area at Kilminning as an official nature reserve
area, extending and enhancing the existing land at Kilminning Coast which is already managed as a nature reserve.
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There is an overall opportunity to extend and enhance the footpath network of Crail through reinstatement of paths,
management to promote wildlife and a policy wherever appropriate of planting trees or hedges along the paths to create
green walkways and effective wildlife corridors to link the rewilded areas detailed above.

Our strategy is to secure as much potential wildlife land as possible into community ownership, following the model of
local organisations like the Crail Preservation Society. This land will be held in trust for the community into the future,
with the overarching aim to promote biodiversity and the connections between people and this biodiversity.

One of the problems we all face in these
uncertain times is access to reliable
information. Please do not take seriously all
the information you come across on facebook
or other Internet platforms. Malicious people
do take pleasure in causing confusion and
uncertainty. The url below is a reliable source
of general information based on available
confirmed evidence that will help you place
the current situation into context:
https://informationisbeautiful.net/
visualizations/covid-19-coronavirusinfographic-datapack/

Help for people who may lose their job and/or hours.
CARF offices are closed for face to face appointments but their
website has useful information www.CABfife.org.uk There are also 3
helplines :
0445 1400 095 – general enquiries
0345 1400 094 – debt advice
0800 023 2581 – help to claim Universal Credit
If you have been working for a while and are made redundant due to
the coronavirus pandemic then you may be eligible to apply for JSA
contribution-based support instead of Universal Credit if you have
paid enough contributions. This will reduce the waiting period for
benefits to 3 weeks.

Working at Home – making the most of your work environment
It can be difficult to adjust to a rapid change in your work environment. The most important thing is that you are safe
and well whilst working remotely.
Create and keep boundaries Since most of us will now be working from home, it might seem harder to keep track of
time. Establishing and sticking to a new routine can be a helpful way of managing this. You may be working at your
screen more than before, as many meetings will be held online, so remember to also take regular breaks (or changes in
activity) lasting at least 5 minutes, every hour. In general, try to maintain regular hours of work, make time for proper
meals and drink water regularly. Try starting the day with your most important task.
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Working at home cont.
Setting up your work space If you can, keep a dedicated work space. This will allow you to assess your new work
space against the government's workstation checklist (https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/ck1.pdf) Make use of the
technology…but don't overdo it. When you are working remotely, you can feel that you must be always available to
your colleagues. Technology can be used to keep in touch with colleagues, but you can also use it to help you maintain
appropriate boundaries around work, rest and play. Remember, you are adapting to a new and evolving situation and the
new way we work needs to be sustainable.
Connecting with others Your colleagues will be facing different challenges caused by having their movements
restricted. You may live with others, have caring responsibilities and be attempting to home-school children and young
people. By contrast, you may live alone without any of the social interactions you are used to. Allow yourself time
to acclimatise to this new situation, to find a level of contact that is effective for work and comfortable for you.
Loneliness is one of the most commonly reported challenges of remote working. If contact with others is poor, you may
feel disconnected, isolated or abandoned. Try to maintain and even extend your networks at this time. Consider having
work from home buddies to chat with at the same time each day or a daily coffee break with a colleague.
Include as much online face-to-face interaction as possible through video calls and regular check-ins. When
communicating via written message (such as email or Teams chat), your tone of voice and body language are no longer
available to help you to communicate key messages, so choose your words and punctuation carefully and try to be as
explicit as possible.

WILD CRAIL

Will Cresswell
With Photographs by John Anderson
The days longer than the nights! Summer is on the way. But with a cold
wind from the south-east much of last week. I tried sea-watching from Fife
Ness on the 21st. It was busy but nothing unusual. A steady passage of
razorbills – I counted 146 in ten minutes heading north. Only two
guillemots with them. Smaller numbers of kittiwakes were heading north as
well. As I counted the razorbills flying by I noticed one of them in a small
flock doing the exaggerated slow, deep wing beats they do when displaying.
I usually see this when I make a spring trip to the May, when pairs fly
around close together, one displaying to the other. This time the flock it was
with responded by landing on the sea. It was if it was a signal for the whole
group to slow down and stop rather than something to do with pairing up.
On the way to Fife Ness there was a flock of curlew and starling in the
sheep field by the airfield. A big field, but the two species were in the same
small area. They might have been in the best place for feeding, but actually
I think the starlings were using the curlews as sentries. Curlews are tall,
vigilant birds – they will see a sparrowhawk coming much earlier than a starling, especially one with its head in
tussocky grass. Although a sparrowhawk or a merlin wouldn’t be much of a threat to a curlew, they always become
tense and vigilant, calling an alarm when they spot one. So the starlings can get on with more feeding confident that one
of their bigger neighbours is doing the job of lookout.
The frogs in my pond have moved out. Not a sign of them now
considering the activity and numbers of them two weeks ago. But they
have left behind a
lot of frog spawn.
About 6 large
clumps, maybe
more – it’s hard to
see into the depths
where a couple of
the biggest are.
Last year we had
just two clumps so
I
am hopeful we will
have a garden full
of even more tiny frogs at the end of the summer. There is no sign
of the toads we introduced breeding yet but I am hopeful that they
will appear in a couple of weeks. I did see a huge toad in our
compost heap as we emptied it for the spring growing season.
Probably not one of our tadpoles – it was about as big as my outstretched palm so probably very many years old. It was
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unhappy about being disturbed and crawled into a crack in the wall head first. It was too big to fit in and so it stayed like
a toddler playing hide and seek, with just its head hidden. We moved it into our toad house – a big broken clay plant pot
at the back of one of our flower beds – and covered most of the pot with compost to keep it cosy. The toad house has
never had a toad in it so far, it was full of snails though, waiting for warmer weather and the newly planted vegetables.
The snails have been evicted, and the toad a much better tenant.
As you head out to Fife Ness on the main road and pass upper
Kilminning there is another sheep field on the left where the farmer
has put out a load of turnips for the sheep to eat. There are often
roe deer in the field too and on the 22nd a young one was taking
advantage of the turnips. It was fairly tame for a roe deer, and it
stayed put with its breakfast as I watched it from the road. But it
soon reverted to type and bounded off. Our local roe deer are, I
think, generally unmolested so we can get relatively close to them.
One of the real downsides of hunting is that it spoils wildlife
watching for the rest of us – everything heads for the horizon when
human appears.

a

An early chiffchaff came to me on the 24th which is very handy
when in lock down. My wife called me into the garden because she
had heard a chiffchaff calling in a neighbour’s garden. I didn’t need much incentive to drop my work and rush outside.
It took two trips out, and some climbing on a wall, before I saw it feeding in trees and bushes next door. A pair of blue
tits were doing the same and chased the chiffchaff away every so often. Chiffchaffs are very quick and are constantly on
the move, so I don’t think it made any difference to it, although it made trying to get a photo tricky. It was a mild day
and the chiffchaff was feeding fast, picking small insects and spiders from the tree branches: it might have been fresh in
that morning, after an overnight flight from France or even Spain. It was certainly too busy feeding even to sing. The
first chiffchaff is always the real start of spring for me.
I am relatively lucky that the current constraints – a single period of exercise alone on a bike – means that I can still go
to Fife Ness and back, exercising both me and the dog and travelling in hope of bumping into a bird. There were three
grey partridges in the newly ploughed field by Pinkerton on the 25th. A pair and an interloper. There was a bout of
calling and then a savage fight began: both birds coming to blows before one ran off. The second ran after it and after
another scrap the interloper flew off back to the airfield. Most gamebirds are territorial when breeding but this is the first
time I have seen grey partridges actually fighting. They can breed at quite high densities so this may have been a single
male trying to muscle in on a female rather than a territorial dispute. The grey partridges around Crail had another good
breeding year last year, and it has been a mild winter, so there should be a lot of pairs getting ready to breed again this
year.
As I passed Kilminning on the 25th a flock of redwings flew out of the
sycamores over my head. Obvious migrants. There have been very few
around Crail this winter. There was another atypically feeding on the
rocky shore at Balcomie. It must have been another migrant, fresh in
from the North Seas and a little bit off course on its return journey to
Scandinavia. Only a handful of redwings breed in Britain. And then on
my way back there was a fieldfare all on its own in the wheat field next
to Balcomie Caravan park. One more migrant, also on its way back to
Scandinavia. I might be constrained but the birds are still coming to us
I walked around Crail on the morning of the 26th in the grey and
drizzle. It was incredibly quiet, no-one is driving about and I could
hear every single bird noise. I even heard a great spotted woodpecker
drumming from Beech Walk Park. There are more chiffchaffs in; a
calling bird along the shore gardens of Nethergate, one singing in
Denburn and another bird in my garden. They are over a week
earlier than last year. The usual arrival date in Crail is about the
3rd April. Denburn was damp but busy with tit flocks and
treecreepers and goldcrests; lots of things singing. I stopped to
appreciate a blackbird. The commonplace is usually overlooked,
but blackbirds are really nice looking, interesting birds. Although
they are one of our commonest urban birds this hasn’t always been
so. Some German birds got the knack of it in 1870 or so, and the
habits, or the genes, have spread since then across Europe. Now is
one of the best times to hear (and learn their songs). Just stick your
head outside on an evening about 15 minutes before dark and you
will hear a blackbird singing. They are often the only things singing
just as it gets completely dark: but the song is also distinctive –
thoughtful, melodic whistling phrases, barely repeated. Almost like
a musical conversation
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COVID -19
Support Arrangements

JOB
B
CLU

COMMUNITY JOB CLUBS
in North East Fife

Face to face job clubs are
currently suspended until
further notice!
DWP NOTICE:
Weekly and fortnightly job search reviews have been suspended for 3
months and Payments will be unaffected.
Please let your DWP Coach know if you will have difficulty updating your
online journal if you can update your journal use the statement below:
“I have problems accessing the internet because of services closing down or limiting what they
offer. I will try my best to keep doing my job search and the agreed activities but may have to
adapt what I do according to the measures taken to address the Covid-19 situation. I will try to
update my journal as often as possible.”

If you want to talk to someone about Welfare Support please call:-

Laiza- 07889647664 9.30 am - 12 noon
Katrina- 0751529113 1pm- 4 pm

supporting you through

Benefit Changes
www.fife.gov.uk/benefitchanges

The Trustees and Crail Festival Society
Committee have regretfully decided to
cancel the 2020 Crail Festival. This is the
first cancellation in the 35 + years of our
existence. We expect that the
Government's current guidelines affecting
our daily lives could remain in force
beyond the Festival period 15-25 July. At
the moment these guidelines and
associated advice are in force until the
end of June ; but even if they are
immediately lifted thereafter we would
be unable to complete the preparations
we have had to put on hold. We are
planning to re- book the artists we have
had to cancel for 2021 as we were very
pleased with this year's line up . So far
this is progressing well and Edwina Hayes, Hilary James and Simon Mayor, and
Abba A Rival have already confirmed their participation. Crail Festival 2021 14-24
July.
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How to self-isolate:
simple advice and tips for
the over-70’s
Self-isolation in a shared home
sleep alone, make sure the house
is well ventilated, clean the
bathroom after use and minimise
the time they spend in
communal spaces.
Boost your immune system
Taking more vitamin C has not
been proven to ward off
infections but it might be helpful
in reducing the severity and
duration of them. A good night’s
sleep is also vital in taking care
of your immune system.
Stay fit
It’s important that you don’t
neglect your physical wellbeing
while stuck at home. Stretching
exercises are valuable. There are
many online self help sites https://www.crossfit.com/athome/workouts is a good one.
Protect your mental health
cut down use of social media (“a
repository of fears, conspiracy
theories, doomsday scenarios”)
and obsessively tuning in to 24hour news. Try to dwell less on
negative information and more
on practical advice. One great
way to boost your mood is a
video call with loved ones. You
will find on the Crail Matters
web site a self help programme ‘FACE COVID’. This is a set of
practical steps for responding
effectively to the Corona crisis,
using the principles of
acceptance and commitment
therapy (ACT). (https://
crailmatters.com/covid19/)
Hand-washing and good
hygiene
By now you’re probably fed up
with singing Happy
Birthday twice each time you
wash your hands, but using good
old soap and water properly is
one of the best ways to help to
stop the spread of the disease.
The coronavirus pandemic is a
fast-moving situation, and it can
feel hard to keep up with all the
latest advice. However, good
hygiene is key and that won’t
change.

We are delighted to announce that
we are now selling glass bottled milk
instore. With the growing concerns
of the plastic pollution in the world
this year we aim to cut down on
plastics in our work place and
community.
We encourage you to bring back the empty bottles so we can
return them to be reused again & again.

Information
Business Support Grant applications are now open.
This grant is being administered for Fife businesses by Fife Council on behalf of the Scottish Government.
Applications are now open.
Two types of grant are available to ratepayers:
• £10,000 grant to ratepayers of businesses in receipt of the 100% Small Business Bonus Scheme or Rural Relief.
• Retail, hospitality and leisure business ratepayers with a rateable value between £18,001 - £50,999 can apply for a
one-off grant of £25,000.
Businesses and Individual traders can check their Rates demand notice which will state if they are in receipt of this
relief. If they are unsure, they should contact the rates team via rates.team@fife.gov.uk
Fishing Fleet Support – NOW OPEN
Fife is home to the largest inshore fishing fleet in Scotland. This initial support will go to those that need it most and
whose access to markets has disappeared almost overnight. The Scottish Government has identified and has started
contacting vessels who will be directly offered funding.
For more information please visit the Scottish Gvt website:https://www.gov.scot/publications/covid-19---emergency-hardship-support-for-scottish-fishing-industry/
Free School Meals Payment
The payments should have gone into bank accounts on Wednesday 25th March and those receiving the payment will
have got a text message. It was paid into the accounts used for the payment of other grants such as school clothing
grants.
Any new applicants need to complete a form online at www.fife.gov.uk/schoolbenefits
If you want to talk to someone about Welfare Support please call:- Laiza- 07889647664 9.30 am - 12 noon Katrina0751529113 1pm- 4 pm
Government advice regarding statutory sick pay and self-isolating.
https://www.gov.uk/statutory-sick-pay
Crail Community Partnership
Crail Community Partnership invite all
members of the Crail Community to
join. An application form can be found
here:
https://
crailmatterscom.files.wordpress.com/
2019/07/membership-form-short.pdf
Crail Matters only works because you
support it. . May we take this
opportunity to thank all those people
who have donated funds to us to keep
our newsletter going. If you haven’t yet
supported us, then please consider doing
so.

Crail Hospital Car Service & COVID19
For over 50 years good neighbours in Crail have provided a service to help
the elderly and sick get to and from their appointments at their GP surgery or
hospital. At a time when this service could be needed more and more we have
a problem. For a number of reasons almost all of our team of volunteer
drivers are now forced to self-isolate and so are unable to drive folk to
medical appointments. It seems almost certain that, for the first time in
over 50 years, the Hospital Car Service will not be able to help our
neighbours.
We need YOUR help. If you are young, healthy, have a car and are willing to
give up just a few hours of your time – if needed – to help the vulnerable in
our community, please get in touch with me, Peter Salkeld, on 451165. We
need your help so please get in touch.

Travel Announcement
Stagecoach have announced changes from Monday 23 March to the 95 bus timetable. A Sunday timetable with an extra
morning journey added will run Monday-Saturday. The normal Sunday timetable will run on Sunday. Crail to St
Andrews times: 0757, 0857, 1023, 1123, 1223, 1323, 1423, 1523, 1623, 1723, 1819, 1919, 2019, 2119, 2219, 2319.

Scotrail have announced services will operate to a broadly normal timetable but travellers should check. The last train
Edinburgh to Dundee is 1902. Passengers should check times on the website.
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For a bit of fun whilst under lock down – The Streets of Crail quiz
Find the thoroughfares in Crail, e.g. The Glebe = Kirklands
1.

Partly Scandinavian boundary

________________________

2.

Grove sports field________________________

3.

Shallow red heavy thoroughfare

4.

George’s Terrace ________________________

5.

Upward entrance to the FTSE

6.

The church lane ________________________

7.

Did she followed St Frances of Assisi here? ________________________

8.

Elizabeth of Glamis may have lived here

9.

Extensive property lawn

________________________
________________________

________________________

________________________

10.

Stroll next to the tree

________________________

11.

The parish area of land

________________________

12.

Ice cream terrace ________________________

13.

Did Sir Francis Drake play nearby here?

14.

Arch over the tabernacle ________________________

15.

Spirit a way over the river ________________________

16.

Fly over a ground for growing

________________________

17.

Nod before you strike the head

________________________

18.

Sounds like there’s a vocal donkey out East ________________________

19.

Small house disagreement ________________________

20.

Pasture to the right, pasture to the left for possible earlier horseback ride

________________________

________________________

Results next week.
The Town Hall Clock and Bell
On Sunday 29th March the clocks went forward one hour, but not the clock
on the Crail Town Hall. All access to the clock was stopped a few days ago
for safety reasons.
The bell that sounds the hour and the 10pm curfew from the Town Hall is
500 years old this year. It was cast in 1520 in the Flemish town Mechelen
about 20 miles south of Antwerp. It may originally have been made for a
church in St Andrews and was brought to Crail following the destruction of
the churches during the Reformation in 1559 along with another bell and a
clock. It hung in St Mary’s Church until 1702 when it was swapped with the
bell which hung in the Town Hall. The reason for the swap is not clear.
Because of this being the 500th anniversary a researcher wanted to see and
photograph the bell. His and other photographs showed that the iron work
holding the bell was quite rusted and he wondered if it was regularly
inspected. Fife Council was contacted and an inspection carried out. The
result of which is that not only is the ironwork rusty and needs replacing but
a greater concern is the woodwork supporting the bell. All access to the bell and clock mechanism has been forbidden.
Jonathan Armitage

The best source for up to date local information about Crail is crail.info. You can register
there for email updates.
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Another view of contagion and perhaps a kind of
pandemic!!! Sometimes attributed to Spike Milligan, but
may have been written by Karen McLendon-Laumann.
Smiling is infectious,
You catch like the flu.
When someone smiled at me today,
I started smiling too.

•

phone your bank using the number on a recent
statement
Report scam messages to Advice Direct
Scotland on 0808 164 6000 or through their new
website dedicated to COVID-19 (https://
coronavirusadvice.scot/)

Fake Products Online
There have been many reports of products advertised online
which claim to cure or prevent Coronavirus.

I passed around the corner
And someone saw my grin.
When he smiled I realized
I’d passed it on to him.

In one extreme case, a man appeared in court last week
charged with selling fake ‘treatment kits’ which included a
mouthwash containing harmful chemicals. A man in the
USA has also died from ingesting chloroquine after hearing
that it could treat the virus.
The post for this ‘temperature thermometer gun’ on Ebay
says that it can be used to monitor body/head temperatures.
However, it is intended for engineering use and the product
website does not indicate that it is suitable for medical use.
It also states that the laser should not be directed towards the
eyes.

I thought about that smile,
then I realized its worth.
A single smile, just like mine
could travel round the earth.
So if you feel a smile begin,
don’t leave it undetected.
Let’s start an epidemic quick,
and get the world infected!

As Scottish communities deal with uncertainty and isolation,
there is a rapidly increasing variety of scams related to the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak.

What to Do
Ignore all online adverts or cold callers offering home
testing kits or products/supplements which can prevent
or cure Coronavirus. They are fake and potentially
dangerous.
• Use the Vistalworks online checker to check the
legitimacy of products on Ebay before you buy them. It
is also available as a Chrome browser plugin, which
will trigger a warning on any suspicious Ebay products
or sellers.
• Report suspicious products, such as treatment kits or
homemade hand sanitiser, to Advice Direct Scotland on
0808 164 6000
• If you are unsure about any product advertised online,
don’t proceed with the order. Be particularly wary if
you are asked to make a payment via bank transfer.
The CPTA has urged people not to use homemade hand
sanitisers.

Report suspicious behaviour in your community to
Police Scotland on 101 or 999 in an emergency
Report all scams to Advice Direct Scotland on 0808 164
6000 or through their website

Unfair Pricing
Unscrupulous traders, both online and in retail outlets,
continue to inflate prices on in-demand goods such as hand
sanitisers, toilet rolls and face masks.

Bank Fraud
A consumer was phoned this week by a caller pretending to
be from his bank, saying that the bank was closed due to
COVID-19 and asking him to verify his account details in
order to pay an outstanding bill. The consumer had £4,000
taken from their bank account.
What to Do
• Never give bank details to a cold caller – if in doubt,
hang up, dial another number to clear the line, then

What to Do
The Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) has issued
a statement saying that they will take action against any
companies found to have broken the law by overcharging or
making misleading claims about healthcare products.
Report retailers who are engaged in unfair pricing to Advice
Direct Scotland on 0808 164 6000.

Trading Standards Scotland Scam alert

Fife Coast and Countryside Trust
The Trust have taken the decision to safeguard our staff, volunteers and the public by
implementing a Responsive Management Strategy. This approach is to limit the
movements of our teams and minimise their contact with people and surfaces that
may harbour the virus. To help us to continue to manage sites, we would ask members
of the public to only use those outdoor areas close to their homes. We must also insist
that you take your litter home with you where possible. If you do choose to exercise
at one of our sites or on the Coastal Path or Fife Pilgrim Way, please highlight any
issues you encounter such as damaged walkways, wildlife issues, or bins in need of
attention.
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Bins closed off at Roome Bay

The Royal Burgh of Crail and District Community Council Notes
Next Community Council Meeting 30 March 7.15pm using video conferencing.
If you wish to virtually attend please contact crailcommunitycouncil@gmail.com
The Community Council will no longer provide printed copies of Agendas, Minutes, etc. at meetings.
Please see website www.Crailcc.com for details.
Stage 2 Community Asset Transfer request
The Community Council are pleased to have had the opportunity to support these applications from Crail Community
Partnership to Fife Council for Community Asset Transfer.
Bow Butts Park
Pinkerton Triangle
Kilminning South (inclusive of Kilminning Nature Reserve)
These applications emerged from the Crail Local Action Plan to create wildlife pathways and rewilded areas
All documents are available at https://crailmatters.com/community-asset-transfer/ and at www.fife.gov.uk/CAT or by
contacting Janice Laird, Community Manager on 03451 55 55 55 + Ext 471788.
Anyone may make representations about this request to Fife Council. Representations must be in writing and include the
name and address of the person making it. A copy of the representation will be given to the organisation making the request.
Representations must be made by Wednesday, 15th April 2020. They should be sent to Zahida Ramzan, Policy Coordinator (Zahida.ramzan@fife.gov.uk)
General information about the asset transfer scheme is available at [www.gov.scot/asset transfer].

Letter to the Editor
Last Thursday (26th March) at 8pm my husband said, come on, time to applaud for the NHS. It was dark out, and a bit
misty. I thought no-one here will do it. I felt a bit daft. We went to the front door and people were at their doors and open
windows and the applause rang out over Marketgate and over Crail in support of the NHS staff working so hard to keep us
safe. I'm sure I wasn't the only one with tears in my eyes. Keep safe.
Helen Byres

The Crail
Seagull
Where are all the people? What is going
on? Alien abductions? There were lots of
people out on the big green space where they hit white things
with sticks (I don't know why, but it seems to be popular) and
then they were gone. On my fly-round to inspect my territory I
noticed that the Chippie was closed. We seagulls could starve to
death, it might get so bad we will have to go back out to sea and
catch fish ourselves. It looks very grim. I am very worried about
the humans. We seagulls miss you.

Advert/Copy Submission to Crail Matters
The Editors are happy to accept material for publication in a
variety of formats, but we prefer .jpg and .pdf copy. We would
urge anyone submitting material to have regard to efficient use of
space - we cannot guarantee to publish in original format large
adverts designed as posters. We reserve the right to edit material.
Material for inclusion in Crail Matters should be sent to crailmatters@gmail.com and received on Thursday 5.00pm before
publication. Any views expressed in Letters to the Editor are those of the author, and not of Crail Matters. We reserve the right
to edit copy for length and style. Submission does not guarantee inclusion. © Crab Publishing 2020: Editorial Team this week:
Helen Byres, Julie Middleton, Isla Reid, Valencia Sowry, Max Taylor, John Wilson
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